Mary E. Knippel
Author • Speaker • Copywriter

Mary E. Knippel, Writer Unleashed and founder of
yourwritingmentor.com is passionate about mentoring women
entrepreneurs to leverage their impact through writing… to
unleash from the stories that have kept them silent…to claim
their voices… and to live a life unleashed. A two-time breast
cancer survivor, she used writing and other creative tools in her
recovery and chronicles the results in her upcoming book, The
Secret Artist- Give Yourself Permission to Let Your Creativity
Shine. Mary shares what she has learned to help you move
from survive to thrive.

Speaking Topics
Moments that Matter
Let’s talk about those Moments that Matter…the moments of our
lifetime…all those experiences which shape who we are, and the
lives we lead. We’ll explore how seemingly random incidents figure
in to the fabric of our past, present and future. This presentation is
designed to inspire, inform, delight and empower the audience.
Participants will learn how the stories they have lived can empower,
educate, and entertain. They will discover the wisdom of their own
gifts. And how to rewrite the stories holding them back.

Three Secrets Revealed for Your Handcrafted Life
There are so many women who are secret artists hiding their gifts
because they believe they are just ordinary instead of uniquely
extraordinary. This is about women giving themselves permission
to be a secret artist and tell their story of life’s challenges and the
unexpected gifts and synchronicities that allow them to be the hero
of their own life. This talk will offer tips to design and craft the life of
their desires. It’s time we stop being a secret. It’s time for the secret
to be revealed and to shine in your brilliance.
Participants will discover renewed confidence in their skills, tools to
accomplish their goals, along with fun, fast and effective tips and
techniques to create their own personal empowerment strategy.
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Testimonials
“Mary’s contributions to the San
Francisco Writers Conference as a
break-out session Presenter and
Independent Editor have provided
great value and depth for our
attendees.”
Michael Larsen,
Co-Founder San Francisco
Writers Conference,
www.larsenpomada.com

“I have been honored to have Mary
E. Knippel speak on my stage at
Women’s Empowerment Event and
as a guest expert on my Talk Radio
Show and every time she speaks
and shares with an audience they
are impacted in a powerful way.
Mary brings her heart, passion, rich
background, powerful experience
and deep commitment to serve
and help others live an unleashed
life. I highly recommend Mary E
Knippel as a dynamic speaker who
is committed to helping your share
your story with the world.”
Rebecca Hall Gruyter,
Founder/Owner of Your Purpose Driven
Practice, Creator of the Women’s
Empowerment Series, Radio Talk Show
Host on the Empowerment Channel of
VoiceAmerica, RHG Media

Other Popular Presentations:
The Pen’s in Your Hand - Unleash Your Story Worth Writing
The problem is that so many women feel that they are not
enough, that they are not seen and not heard.
This presentation will help participants speak up so that they
can shine in their business and in their life.
Pearls, Pot Roast and Perpetual Motion
Can you have it all? A light-hearted look at the serious
connection between stress and how it affects your health and
well-being.
Participants will walk away from this presentation with effective
tools to help them create balance in their lives without
sacrificing themselves in the process.
From Making Dinner to Making a Difference
In this targeted presentation for the author in all of us, Mary
shares the three key ingredients every woman needs to know to
write the story of their success.
Participants will learn fun, fast and effective writing tips, techniques and strategies to connect
with their stories…through writing…speaking…creativity…business…personal development to live a life
unleashed.
The 15-Minute Fix
Change your business and change your life in 15-minutes a day.
Participants will learn how to create their own success story and discover one simple solution to
tackling everything from small nagging stuff to long-term big projects that can produce dramatic
results in your both your professional and personal life.

Credentials
- Pro-Track Graduate, Natl Speakers Assn

– Simple Abundance Certified Workshop Facilitator*

- Copywriter Certification with Sandi Krakowski,
https://arealchange.com

– Peace & Plenty Certified Workshop Facilitator*
*trained by author Sarah Ban Breathnach
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